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29+15=44 Fellows of the Peter Cullen Trust in 2012

A substantial audience of influential
people in water and environment heard
an outstanding presentation by the new
Fellows of the Trust, and engaged in the
general discussion afterwards.

Friend of the Trust Major General
Michael Jeffery AC AO(Mil) CVO MC,
was the guest speaker. His speech gave
an overview of the urgent need to
increase soil carbon and organic matter

Matt Salmon, based at Alice Springs, was
one of the 15 new Fellows who received
their graduation certificates from Hon.
Karlene Maywald at the dinner.
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Fifteen new Fellows of the Peter Cullen
Trust completed this year’s Leadership
Program and graduated in midNovember. They join the 29 Fellows who
graduated in 2010 and 2011, around half
of whom attended this year’s graduation.

On a balmy evening at the Deck
restaurant overlooking Lake Burley
Griffin, the Trust’s Friends, guests and
Fellows then enjoyed lively chat and a
No. The
01 evening included
delicious dinner.
the guest speaker, the presentation of
certificates by Friend of the Trust Hon.
Karlene Maywald, who is now Chair of
the National Water Commission, and the
fundraising auction.

No. 5

Australia’s new Advocate for Soil Health
and Friend of the Trust Michael Jeffery,
speaking at the dinner.
and soil health across Australia. Soil loss
and landscape degradation are issues of
national importance, and regenerative
management is urgently needed, he said.
Major General Jeffery drew attention
to the ‘Soils for Life’ program which he
chairs, and a recent report, ‘Innovations
for Regenerative Landscape Management’,
on its website. In October, Prime
Minister Julia Gillard appointed Michael
Jeffery to the new role ‘Advocate for Soil
Health’, a role in which he is able to use
his considerable influence to advocate
for informed management of soils.
The annual fundraising auction was
compered by Friend of the Trust
Professor Gary Jones (see action photo
at right). Two very talented awardwinning artists donated paintings — the
third year they have done so! Thank you
to Professor Kathleen Bowmer, Friend
of the Trust, for four artworks including
two landscapes: From Pomingalarna near
Wagga Wagga, and Yackandandah No. 1 (in
photo at right). Thank you also to Kathy
McLaren for her paintings Wetlands, and
Morning. Several Fellows of the Trust also
contributed items this year. Dr Philip
Wallis and the Systemic Governance
Research Program at Monash donated
the book ‘Growing Wings on the Way:

Systems Thinking for Messy Situations’;
Susan Madden and Macquarie Food and
Fibre where Susan is Executive Officer
donated a hamper of local produce; and
Dr Carolina Casaril donated three days
of beachside accommodation.
Canberra and Sydney-based businesses
were also repeat donors to this annual
auction. The Trust thanks Federal Golf
Club (a valuable golfing voucher),
Earth Basics (earth-friendly products),
Hiscocks Saddlery (RM Williams shirts),
Posh Pots (large flowerpot), Archetype
IT (IT help), Cube Furniture (extremely
comfortable high-design eco-chairs),
Skydive the Beach Sydney (skydive
vouchers),Vibrant Trends (bag and
iPad envelope), and Delightful Baskets
(hamper).
Of course, the success of a fundraising
auction depends on the buyers too, and
a number of generous Friends, Fellows
and guests were able to take home the
treasures they had bought, for their and
the Trust’s mutual benefit.

From the CEO

The Peter Cullen Trust gratefully
acknowledges these generous
sponsors of the Trust in 2012

The Trust’s third Science to Policy
Leadership Program has just resulted
in 15 new Fellows graduating. We now
have trained 44 Peter Cullen Trust
Fellows, and can truly say that the Trust
is contributing to informing, inspiring
and training Australia’s water and
environment leaders of the future.
The training has not ended for these
44 future leaders. They continue to be
supported by each other through the
Trust’s Fellows’ National Network,
which connects them with each other
and with over 100 remarkable Friends
of the Peter Cullen Trust. This year the
Peter Cullen Trust Fellows’ National
Network is thriving. Each State’s and
Territory’s Fellows will be provided with
opportunities to network with each
other and with Friends of the Trust.
The growing group of Friends continues
to comprise people who distinguish
themselves in their various endeavours,
and the Trust greatly values their
contributions to the Trust via mentoring
our Fellows. Our newsletter BRIDGING
aims to highlight the Friends’ work
and interests, via news and articles and
summaries of publications, as much as it
aims to keep a spotlight on the Fellows.
The Fellows’ Graduation Dinner this
year was enjoyable and stimulating,
as always. I would like to thank guest
speaker Major General (Ret’d) Michael
Jeffery AC AO (Mil) CVO MC for his
call to us to remember the importance
of the soil in protecting food and water
supplies into the future.

As we move into the 2013 round of
applications and selection for the next
Leadership Program, I am looking
forward to meeting a new group of
potential Fellows from across Australia,
bringing together a range of backgrounds
and skills and, most of all, their passion
for improving the management of our
land, waterways and catchments.
Sponsors of the PCT Leadership
Program are greatly valued by the Trust.
In 2012 the Trust has had significantly
more sponsors than during either of
our previous two years. It is a fact that
sponsors receive a great return on their
investment, through branding, marketing,
capacity building and their staff members’
gain in skills and networks as a result of
the Leadership Program. Funds provided
to the Trust go into its programs and
activities, and as little as possible is spent
running the office.
In 2012, over 200 people contributed
to the success of the Trust’s programs!
These people include our Directors
former and present, and Leith Boully
and Rob Patrick (who coordinate the
Leadership Programs), and the Friends
and Fellows of the Trust, and Emma (the
Trust’s Executive Administrator), and
our energetic team of professionals who
volunteer their time. Thank you all.
I wish you all a safe and joyful festive
season.

Sandy
Dr Sandra Hinson
Chief Executive, Peter Cullen Trust

Another Fellow joins the Board

Welcome to newly joined Friends

Dr Kirsten Shelly has joined the Board of
the Peter Cullen Trust. Kirsten is a 2011
Fellow of the Trust, and her appointment
brings the number of Peter Cullen Trust
Fellows on the Board to two — both
female.

Peter Cundall AM
Bruce Finney
Dr Siwan Lovett
Dr Karen Mow
Dr Kerri Muller
Dr Peter O’Brien
Wej Paradice AM
Dr Ian Rutherfurd
Paula Steyer
have recently accepted invitations to
become Friends of the Trust and share
their expertise, time and enthusiasm
with others involved in the Trust.

The Board currently comprises
Professor the Hon. John Thwaites
(Chair), Professor John Langford AM,
Dr John Williams FTSE, Dr Sarina Loo,
Brett Tucker and Dr Shelly. Mr Robert
Purves AM resigned recently to take up
presidency of the W W F.
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Fellows of the Peter Cullen Trust: news and activities
The growing Fellows’ Network
Sarina Loo and Chris Arnott write:
On the final day of the 2012 Leadership
Program, over half of the Fellows from
2010 and 2011 used their own resources
to come to Canberra and meet the new
2012 Fellows. There was a great energy
in the room and a high level of chatter as
the three groups of Fellows mingled and
shared experiences from the leadership
programs. Each Fellow committed to a
task to strengthen the Fellows’ network
over the next 12 months.
In the afternoon, the Fellows from the
2010 and 2011 leadership programs
attended a workshop to help them
maintain the momentum of the Fellows’
network.
Dr Siwan Lovett, a new Friend of
the Trust who runs the Australian
River Restoration Centre, led a very
entertaining and informative session
for Peter Cullen Trust Fellows who had
returned to Canberra for the graduation
of the Class of 2012. Demonstrating the
power of story-telling, Siwan got the
Fellows thinking about why the Trust
exists and what we believe as Fellows.
Using a combination of humour,YouTube,
anecdotes and group break-outs,
Siwan’s work, underpinned by proven
theories and techniques, reinforced the
importance of building upon the Fellow’s
key strength — a national network of
leaders in natural resource management.

News of individual Fellows
Penelope Springham (2010) writes
that her career as a Work Health
Safety Environment Quality (WHSEQ)
practitioner is well and truly established
since completing her degree in
Environmental Health. Her work has
taken her to remote communities in
Central Australia and the Western APY
Lands, where she worked with local
Indigenous communities in projects
such as the Fred Hollows Foundation’s
Healthhabitat. Healthhabitat is just
one involvement where Penelope has
contributed to progressing the health
of Indigenous peoples by improving the
conditions of their living environment
and their housing. Penelope has since
returned to her home city of Brisbane

and is currently
expecting her
first child and
in the middle of
starting up her
business, Spinifex
Consultancy
Services. In
this business,
Penelope hopes
to strategically
advise Indigenous communities and
mining companies on all matters
related to improved work health safety
environment and quality outcomes.
Dr Deborah Nias (2010) writes:
We are now called the Murray Darling
Wetlands Working Group Ltd ‑— a
merger of the Murray Darling Wetlands
Ltd and the Murray Wetlands Working
Group. We have a number of ongoing
projects.
In partnership with the Murray CMA
(former Lower Murray Darling CMA) we
are examining options for management
of Bottle Bend (made famous for
its acidic soils) and also looking at
restoration of thousands of hectares of
floodplain in the Lake Victoria region of
NSW, through infrastructure changes
and management of environmental water.
We are also working with the Murray
CMA to improve carbon storage in
private wetlands. The project aims to
increase carbon storage and biodiversity
in wetlands in the NSW Murray
Catchment by rehabilitating degraded
wetlands and enhancing management of
existing wetland vegetation. It includes
delivering environmental
flows, where appropriate
and possible, and is funded
through the Biodiversity
Fund.
Despite floods in the last
two years, there are still
plenty of wetlands that
aren’t wet: cut-off creeks,
meanders and floodplain
areas. In large floodplain
regions that are isolated
from the river, trees are still
dying off. Many of the areas
are out of sight, out of
mind: only by going to them

do you realise how desperate some
areas are — hundreds of thousands
of hectares of floodplain in NSW for
instance.
We are working closely with groups
in the Federal and NSW governments
to source water and go through
the process of application and
implementation.
Susan Madden (2011) writes:
I am continuing to enjoy the role of
Executive Officer for Macquarie River
Food and Fibre and the many challenges
that it throws my way. Working with
a regional landholder group is an ideal
position from which to bridge science,
policy, people and the environment.
Over the past year, visits to the
Macquarie Valley by State and Federal
politicians, senior bureaucrats,
researchers and journalists have
provided a wonderful opportunity to
share some of the lessons that are being
learned in land and water management in
our region. We have a number of major
on-farm irrigation and delivery system
efficiency projects underway, testing new
ways to ensure the sustainability of food
and fibre production into the future.
Another project that continues to
be rewarding is the conservation and
restoration of a property called ‘Burrima’
in the Macquarie Marshes (photo below).
A summary of the Burrima project is at
http://bit.ly/VLy2oz.
Friends and Fellows of the Peter Cullen
Trust are welcome to stop by for a
firsthand visit at anytime!

A good day in the office — following a group of visitors
on a wetland walk at Burrima
More news on p. 6
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Draft Victorian Waterway Management Strategy
‘Improving Our Waterways’
and the major role of a Fellow of the Peter Cullen Trust
A new draft Victorian Waterway
Management Strategy, ‘Improving
our waterways’, was released by the
Department of Sustainability and
Environment (DSE) in late October. The
draft strategy describes the proposed
policy and actions for waterway
management in Victoria over the next
eight years. It includes guidance on
regional decision-making, investment,
management issues, and roles and
responsibilities of management agencies.
Dr Sarina Loo (Director on the Board
of the Peter Cullen Trust, 2010 Dept
of Sustainability & Environment Fellow
of the Peter Cullen Trust) has been
managing the Strategy’s development
process and teams since 2009. (See the
interview with her below.) At least seven
of the Trust’s Friends as well as three
Fellows of the Peter Cullen Trust have
also been involved, in reference panels
and other ways.
The draft* states the purpose of the
Strategy on p. 6:
‘This … Strategy outlines the
proposed framework for government,
in partnership with the community,
to manage rivers, estuaries and
wetlands so that they can support
environmental, social and economic
values now and into the future.’
To help achieve that big objective
the draft Strategy offers 130 policies
and 94 actions (with timeframes and
lead organisations), and background
information on why waterways are
valuable and the challenges facing them.
There are definitions, principles, targets
and a few case studies.

(and on p. 36 of the draft). Chapters 7 to
16 discuss management issues that range
from recreational use, water quality and
riparian management to environmental
water, the river channel, wetlands and
estuaries. Extreme events and invasive
species are given a chapter each. One
chapter discusses urban waterways.
Overall, the document takes a broad
approach to water uses, grouping
them as factors in the social, economic
and ecological values of waterways
cagetorised as: ‘near natural’, ‘ecologically
healthy’, ‘sustainable working’ or ‘highly
modified’ (shown in a diagram on p. 21).
Chapters 17 and 18 outline the adaptive
management approach taken and the
management arrangements.
‘What is the issue with existing
arrangements?’ and ‘What improvements
does the draft Strategy make?’ Each
of Chapters 4–18 begins by answering
those two questions. For example, for
environmental water management, one
of the ‘issues with existing arrangements’
is that planning arrangements need to
be clearly outlined, including the various
managers’ roles and responsibilities.
Draft future improvements, given in
answer to the second question, include
new planning arrangements, clearly
outlined roles, responsibilities and
relationships, and ‘policy direction to
address complex environmental water
management issues’.

‘Waterways’, the focus of the strategy,
include rivers, estuaries, wetlands and
floodplains — both their surface waters
and their groundwater-dependent
ecosystems. Thus this draft Strategy
covers much more of Victoria’s waters
than just ‘rivers’ (the focus of the 2002
Victorian River Health Strategy).
The period for submissions from the
community closed on 7 December,
and the final Strategy is due in early to
mid 2013. In the meantime the draft
Strategy will remain on the website of
the Department of Sustainability and
Environment, at www.water.vic.gov.au .

* http://www.water.vic.gov.au/environment/rivers/draft-victorian-waterway-management-strategy

As a publication, the document conveys
a ‘can do’ approach to its objectives. It
is easy to read and has beautiful photos,
diagrams of concepts, and a consistent
pattern and layout that acts as a
roadmap for the reader.
Chapters 1 to 6 outline the strategy
development process and the
fundamental concepts that underpin the
management of waterways in Victoria.
For example, the program is to be
implemented via an eight-year adaptive
management cycle, as shown at right
4
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Draft Victorian Waterway Management Strategy
‘Improving Our Waterways’
and the major role of a Fellow of the Peter Cullen Trust
Interview with Dr Sarina Loo
Q.What was your role in developing this
comprehensive draft Strategy?
A. I was the project manager of the
Strategy from its initiation in 2009 until
mid 2011. I established the project
plan, led the stakeholder engagement
process and was the author of numerous
chapters. From mid 2011 I became
the Director of the River and Wetland
Health team at DSE and my role changed
to providing strategic policy oversight
and review of all chapters. I have recently
given presentations at 15 of the 21
information sessions across Victoria.
Q.Why was the 2002 Victorian River Health
Strategy updated and what is different in
this Strategy?
A. A review of the 2002 Strategy
showed DSE what had worked well
and what needed to be improved
in the management framework. In
particular, a greater focus on community
participation in waterway management
(including Traditional Owner and
Aboriginal involvement) has been
emphasised in the new Strategy.
Additionally, over the last decade,
new policy and legislation regarding
waterways has been developed and
important lessons have been learnt
about managing waterways through
extremes of drought, flood and bushfire.
There have also been significant advances
in areas such as environmental water
management. All these changes need
to be incorporated into an updated
management framework.
Q. Did your training in the Peter Cullen Trust
leadership program contribute at all to your
work on this?
A. Absolutely. The leadership and
communication skills I gained during the
Leadership Program have helped me
immensely. I applied the skills each time
I undertook stakeholder negotiations
on key policy and when writing a clear
and compelling story on why waterways
are important and how they should be
managed.
			

Q.What has guided your choice of, and
connections with, the stakeholders who were
involved in the drafting? What sorts of inputs
did they make and how did you keep them
informed as the decision-making proceeded,
guiding the drafting?
A. The International Association for
Public Participation (IAP2) Spectrum
was used to guide stakeholder and
public engagement. This transparent
framework helped to clearly define and
communicate the role each stakeholder
and the public have in the development
of the Strategy, and importantly, sets out
the promise being made to the public at
each participation level.
We had a diverse range of groups on our
reference panels: farmers, recreational
users, environmentalists, scientists,
natural resource management agencies,
water corporations, Traditional Owners.
local government and other government
departments. These groups commented
on a partners’ draft in late 2011, and
feedback was provided on how their
comments influenced the public draft.
Q. How will you provide feedback on the
way public input influences the decisions?
A. An analysis of the key issues raised
at the public information sessions
and through the written submissions
process will be undertaken. A summary
document on the key issues and how
they have been addressed in the final
Strategy will be produced and made
publicly available through the DSE
website in 2013.
Q. Research, both physical and social,
continually makes new findings about
waterways including wetlands and
floodplains.There must have been many
research findings feeding into this draft.
How was that collection and incorporation
managed?
A. One of the reference panels was
an Expert Scientific Panel. The eminent
scientists on this panel ensured that the
document was based on best available
science and current scientific principles.
Many reference documents were

Dr Sarina Loo with the Draft Strategy
document, before the public consultation
session at Mildura, Victoria.

collated for each management issue and
used in the policy development process.
Q.The draft Strategy makes very little
mention of the Murray-Darling Basin
Plan. Do you have any insight into how
the Strategy will interact with the Plan,
particularly given that many Murray
tributaries are in Victoria?
A. The draft Strategy was released
before the Murray-Darling Basin Plan
was signed into law by Minister Burke
in late November. The final Strategy,
which will be released in early to mid
2013, will provide greater detail on how
the two plans interact. However, the
focus of this Strategy is not on returning
further water to the environment, but
to provide policy and actions to make
the most efficient and effective use of
existing allocations of environmental
water.
Congratulations on completing this
enormous task.You’ve been in an enviable
role, being able to access and process
so much information! Thank you for this
interview.
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News of and from individual Fellows continued
Martin Lind (2012) writes:
It’s difficult to describe the feeling of
having the best job in the world [he
is Southern ACT Catchment Group’s
Waterwatch Coordinator]. I often
tell people I’m on the ‘sunny side of
the island’: that’s why I’m so happy
all the time. I get to be with all sorts
of interesting people and my ‘office’
extends to the far reaches of the ACT,
to places few get to enjoy regularly and
certainly rarely visited by tourists to
Canberra.
Working as part of a two-person team
supporting an NGO has so many
rewards. Every day is different. The ‘intray’ never empties. The days are always
way, way too short.

Waterwatch volunteers at Tidbinbilla

Holly and Natasha drain-stencilling
We are the front line of ‘community
engagement’ in environmental awareness
and action. We provide the open door
to a world where everyone can be a
‘scientist’, a ‘journalist’, an ‘executive’, a
‘mentor’ and an active player in making
a difference. The ‘retired’ want to
‘give back’ and ‘stay relevant’, not drift
into passivity. The young want to feel
‘respected’ and ‘real’ in what they do.
The disconnected and disadvantaged
need a place to not feel disconnected
and disadvantaged.
We can and do provide the place for all
of these things to happen. The sunny side
of the island.
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Dr Anne Poelina (2011) writes:
Kimberley mining decisions and
the impact on livelihoods, rivers
and waterways**
Readers may be interested that new
research has found a 500% increase
in mining activity in the Kimberley
since 2003, and proposed mines
now threaten 8 out of 10 rivers,
wetlands and vital floodplains in the
region. The research, commissioned
by the Pew Environment Group
(November 2012), found that mining
and exploration leases are spreading
rapidly across the Kimberley and
permits or claims cover a quarter of
the region’s conservation parks.

Mineral, oil and gas leases, claims and licences
(all colours other than blue) cover 76% of rivers,
wetlands and floodplains in the Kimberley.

The entire length of the 733 km
Fitzroy River from the catchment to
coast is covered in mining tenements;
there is growing concern about
the negative impacts on Kimberley
people’s livelihood, health, culture and
environment, and in particular what this
would mean to water quality and water
usage. This type of development places at
risk the health of the river, its sources of
groundwater and important Indigenous
cultural heritage flow linked to the
Mardoowarra, Fitzroy River.
Large sections of the Mardoowarra,
Fitzroy River and Catchment are listed
as National Heritage (2011), but despite
extensive consultation resulting in a
draft ‘Kimberley Regional Water Plan
(2010)’ and the Fitzroy Catchment
Management Plan (2011) there is still no
Plan and no investment independent of
government to regulate integrated water
management and water leadership in the
region. Instead government has focused
on water-supply planning for some key
areas and also key government priorities.
Given the demands projected by mining
we are at a critical point in the history
of development in the Kimberley where
we need an independent Community
Reference Group to bring stakeholders
back to the table to ensure resource
extraction does not come at a cost to
pastoral, agriculture, tourism, culture,
heritage and conservation industries and
management. We all want sustainable
growth and reliable prosperity but we
cannot be wilfully blind to the science
and industry better practice.

Dr Kirsten Shelly (2011) writes:
Since March this year, I have been
the Director for Water Strategy at
the Queensland Water Commission,
responsible for achieving safe, secure and
sustainable water supplies in South East
Queensland. With the abolition of the
Commission at the end of 2012, I will be
moving to the Department for Energy
and Water Supply (DEWS) in a similar
capacity. It has been a busy 12 months
since I graduated at the Peter Cullen
Trust dinner last year. My experience
soon afterwards, in the office of the
Minister for Energy and Water Security
as Senior Policy Adviser for Water
Security, gave me valuable insights into
the political, policy and scientific nexus.
I am looking forward to my next role in
DEWS in the new year.
Professor Mark Taylor (2010),
of Macquarie University, has been
speaking out in November about the
dangers, especially for children, of lead
contamination of the environment. With
two co-authors he has called for the
current Australian standard for blood
lead concentrations (10 µg/100 mL)
to be lowered to a target of below
1 µg/100 mL. Their call has been widely
published in media that included the
Medical Journal of Australia (vol. 197(9),
p. 493), the Sydney Morning Herald, the
Australian and The Conversation. Mark
has also spoken out (early December,
ABC news online) about the dangers of
preventing Environmental-ProtectionAuthority-regulation of environment
lead levels.
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News of and from individual Fellows continued
Dr Philip Wallis (2010) writes:
Supporting water governance
research in Australia
The Water Governance Research
Initiative is a community of academics,
policy makers and water practitioners
that aims to create a community of
conversation about water governance
in Australia. The Initiative was
designed to create opportunities
for co-researching and information
sharing, build collaborative links, and
provide opportunities for early-career
researchers to participate in a national
network of researchers and researchusers. Dr Philip Wallis, a 2010 Fellow of
the Peter Cullen Trust, coordinates the
Initiative with Professor Lee Godden
(Melbourne Law School), Professor
Ray Ison and Naomi Rubenstein (both
of Monash University). The Initiative
was funded from 2010 to 2012 by
the NCCARF Water Resources and
Freshwater Biodiversity Adaptation
Research Network.
As well as organising several
participatory workshops on water
governance, the Initiative produced two
special journal issues in Water Resources
Management and The Journal of Water Law.
The outcomes of the Initiative to date
are presented in a set of briefing papers
available at http://bit.ly/12g6qLv.
One emergent outcome from the
Initiative is a small community of practice
of early-career researchers, called The
Fresh Water Network. We write papers
together, run special events at water
workshops, and maintain a blog at

http://freshwatergovernance.wordpress.
com. Several Peter Cullen Trust Fellows
are members, and recently Philip
Wallis, along with James Patterson
(PhD candidate at the University of
Queensland) and Anna Lukasiewicz
(Postdoctoral Fellow at Charles Sturt
University) facilitated a workshop at
the ‘Tapping the Turn’ conference in
Canberra, 15–16 November 2012.
Any early-career researchers and ‘fresh’
thinkers in water governance research
are invited to join The Fresh Water
Network. Email Phil.Wallis@monash.edu
for details.

available to underpin sustainable
management of Australia’s tropical rivers
and estuaries. With the first 6-year
phase of the TRaCK program nearing
completion, I have been collaborating
with researchers and stakeholders in the
USA to identify success factors in similar
catchment-scale research programs.
The lessons from these case studies will
help guide the next phase of the TRaCK
research program.
It’s been a great opportunity to see
how other groups are trying to get
their research used to improve water
policy and management, and it’s been a
wonderful opportunity to see a range
of river management issues on both
sides of the USA and to build new
collaborations.
After more than 20 years living in the
tropics, it’s also been great to experience
some different weather. I haven’t been
this cold since our Leadership Program
group was in South Australia last year!

Professor Michael Douglas
(2011) writes: Can the experiences
from the restoration of the
Willamette River in Oregon and
Chesapeake Bay in Maryland help
us to manage northern Australia’s
tropical rivers? I have been based
in the USA as a Fulbright Senior
Scholar working on this question
for the past six months.
I am the Director of the Tropical
Rivers and Coastal Knowledge
Research Hub (TRaCK), a large
interdisciplinary research program
aimed at improving the research

Michael Douglas in front of the 400 m long
spillway at Bonneville Dam on the Columbia
River, 40 km upstream of Portland, Oregon

Desert Lake, out soon
forthcoming book ‘Desert Lake: Art, science
and stories from Paruku’.The book can now
be ordered from CSIRO Publishing, at http://
www.publish.csiro.au/pid/6848.htm# .
Here is part of the publishers’ blurb:

In the ‘Letter from a Friend’, BRIDGING
spring 2012, Friend of the Trust Dr Steve
Morton gave us some background to the

			

This is a story of water. When Sturt
Creek flows from the north, it creates
a massive inland lake among the sandy
deserts. ... The Walmajarri people of
Paruku understand themselves in
relation to Country, a coherent whole

linking the environment, the people
and the Law that governs their lives.
These understandings are encompassed
by the Waljirri or Dreaming and
expressed through the songs, imagery
and narratives of enduring traditions.
Desert Lake is embedded in this broader
vision of Country and provides a rich
visual and cross-cultural portrait of an
extraordinary part of Australia.
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Friends’ points of view**, news and activities
Factors in the success of
international environment policy

Professor Ian Rae receiving from the
Executive Secretary of the Ozone
Secretariat (United Nations Environment
Programme) a certificate of appreciation
of his valuable contributions, on the 25th
anniversary of the Montreal Protocol. Ian
is Co-chair of the Chemicals Technical
Options Committee of the Ozone
Secretariat. http://ozone.unep.org/new_site/
en/index.php
Professor Ian Rae and Professor David
Karoly, both Friends of the Trust based at
the University of Melbourne, published
articles in ‘The Conversation’ in September
for the 25th anniversary of the signing of
the Montreal Protocol on Substances that
Deplete the Ozone Layer.
Ian Rae, in ‘Saving the
ozone layer: why the
Montreal Protocol
worked’, outlined factors
in the success of this
enduring international
environmental treaty, and
the first few paragraphs
are reproduced here.
The Montreal Protocol is one of
the most successful and effective
environmental treaties ever negotiated
and implemented. No single factor led to
its success. But if an overarching reason
is needed, look no further than the
unprecedented level of cooperation and
commitment shown by the international
community.
The Montreal Protocol on Substances
that Deplete the Ozone Layer aimed
to ban the global production and use
of ozone-damaging chemicals. From
the start, negotiation relied heavily on
leadership and innovative approaches.
Much negotiation was held in small,
informal groups. This enabled a genuine
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exchange of views and the opportunity
to take some issues on trust, such as
the subsequent development of the
Multilateral Fund. The people negotiating
the treaty also included scientists, which
lent credibility.
The science was not definite at the time,
so it was a credit to the negotiators
that they developed a highly flexible
instrument which could increase or
decrease controls as the science became
clearer. It was only after the initial
framework was negotiated that the
science became firmer: early conclusions
about the extent of ozone depletion
turned out to be significantly underestimated.
This flexibility meant the protocol could
be amended to include stricter controls:
more ozone-depleting substances added
to the control list and total phase-out,
rather than partial phase-out, called for.
Starting out modestly also encouraged a
greater confidence in the process.
See: http://theconversation.edu.au/savingthe-ozone-layer-why-the-montreal-protocolworked-9249
In the same 9-part series
David Karoly’s article,
‘The Antarctic ozone
hole and climate
change: an anniversary
worth celebrating’,
explained that ‘the
reduction in emissions
of ozone-depleting chemicals due to the
establishment of the Montreal Protocol
25 years ago has been substantial’.
Although the ozone hole itself is not
directly linked to global warming, ‘ozonedepleting chemicals are also very potent
greenhouse gases’. Since 1990, ‘the
reduction in greenhouse gases due to
the Montreal Protocol is five times larger
than the reduction in greenhouse gases
due to the Kyoto Protocol’.
David concludes: ‘The Montreal
Protocol was thus not only a very
successful international policy agreement
addressing ozone depletion, but has also
reduced global warming’.
See: http://theconversation.edu.au/theantarctic-ozone-hole-and-climate-change-ananniversary-worth-celebrating-9404

Friend is new Fellow of the
Academy of Social Sciences
Professor David Pannell, Friend of the
Peter Cullen Trust, Winthrop Professor
at the University of Western Australia,
and a distinguished environmental
economist, was elected a Fellow of the
Academy of Social Sciences in Australia
in September.
The Academy elects Fellows who have
achieved ‘a very high level of scholarly
distinction and made a distinguished
contribution to one or more disciplines
of the social sciences’.
http://www.news.uwa.edu.
au/201210035051/awards-and-prizes/
environmental-economist-elected-socialsciences-academy

Friends on the new Independent
Expert Scientific Committee
Two Friends of the Trust, Emeritus
Professor Angela Arthington and
Mr Jim McDonald, are named in the
new eight-member Independent Expert
Scientific Committee for Coal Seam Gas
and Large Coal Mining Development. The
Minister for Sustainability, Environment,
Water, Population and Communities
Tony Burke announced the members on
27 November.
The committee is to advise Tony Burke
on ‘research priorities that address
critical gaps in scientific understanding
of the actual and potential water related
impacts associated with coal seam gas
and large coal mining activities’.
See http://www.environment.gov.au/minister/
burke/2012/mr20121127.html

Friends investigate ways forward
for coal seam gas
Friends of the Trust Dr John Williams
(Director on the Trust’s Board) and Tim
Stubbs have published a report called
‘An Analysis of Coal Seam Gas Production
and Natural Resource Management in
Australia: Issues and Ways Forward’. The
report (and summary version) were
commissioned by the Australian Council
of Environmental Deans and Directors,
and are online at www.acedd.org.au. See
also below, and this issue’s ‘Letter from
two Friends’.
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More Friends’ points of view**, news and activities
Native Fish Strategy unhooked
Dr Paul Humphries (Charles Sturt
University),
Friend of the
Peter Cullen Trust,
published three
articles during
September and
October in ‘The
Conversation’. On
17 September, he
warned that the
states were possibly going to wind up the
Native Fish Strategy. His warning came true
in mid-November. Here are excerpts from
his article.
The Murray-Darling Basin Authority’s
Native Fish Strategy is at serious risk of
winding up, after NSW announced it is
cutting its financial contributions.
This is a serious blow to the
conservation and management of an
iconic group of animals that get little
long-term, strategic consideration and
funding from state governments.
It also flies in the face of the popularity
of fish and fishing to the wider
community. The recreational fishing lobby
and conservation groups are justifiably
concerned.
There are various estimates of the state
of native fish in the Murray-Darling Basin,
supported by overwhelming evidence
that fish numbers of the vast majority of
species, including icons like the Murray
Cod, are a fraction of what they once
were.
Of Australia’s approximately 250 species
of native fish, 73 are currently listed as
‘threatened’ under state or national
legislation. In many cases, we don’t
know the actual cause for shrinking
distributions and loss of populations.
We are also still in the early days of
understanding how fish live, feed, breed
and respond to the conditions that
nature and humans throw at them.
Numbers of native species are not
good enough to sustain commercial
fishing pressure. So freshwater fish tend
to receive a tiny amount of funding
compared to their marine counterparts
— and that is where the Native Fish
Strategy (NFS) comes in.

			

Over more than 10 years, the MurrayDarling Basin Authority’s foresight has
put native fish up front, recognising fish
as important in their own right and as
sentinels for the health of our rivers. The
NFS has a long-term plan, which includes
research to increase our understanding
of what species and populations need
to persist; conservation to restore
populations of threatened species, like
Trout Cod; management, to improve
conditions
in our rivers
so that fish
can carry
out their life
cycles, like
improving
fish
Campaspe Weir
passage; and
education, so
that the next generation continues to
care for our freshwater environment.
The NFS’s work has just started to show
dividends.
Cutting funding for native fish research,
conservation and management does not
make sense in any but purely financial
terms. The NFS should be recognised for
what it is: a key plank in restoring health
to the rivers of the Murray-Darling Basin.
It should be supported at all costs.
http://theconversation.edu.au/native-fishand-recreational-fishers-need-native-fishfunding-9461
On 29 September and 27 October, Paul
mused about a theoretical new federal
Water Minister, ‘Mac Peelii’, a Murray Cod,
and explained on his behalf (because there
are ‘obvious issues associated with ... the
lack of opposable thumbs for holding
telephones) how Mac would return
the Murray-Darling Basin’s rivers to
a condition that would make him, his
families and friends happy and healthy.’
Mac is also deeply concerned about the
micro-managment approach being taken in
dealing with the Basin’s woes.
See: http://theconversation.edu.au/looking-atthe-murray-darling-through-a-native-fish-eyelens-8873, and
http://theconversation.edu.au/micromanaging-the-murray-darling-basin-whats-init-for-fish-9994

True Tales of the Trout Cod
Friend of the Trust Dr Siwan Lovett
and colleagues have recently produced
videos and booklets called ‘True Tales
of the Trout Cod’, to open up the lost
world of the native fish and rivers of the
Murray-Darling Basin.
These publications bring to life the
historical research of Will Trueman,
on behalf of the Murray-Darling Basin
Authority. They include stories, photos,
journal entries of explorers and settlers,
and newspaper articles, featuring the
Murray, Ovens, Murrumbidgee, Lachlan
and Mitta Mitta rivers.
See: http://www.arrc.com.au/troutcod

Articles on NRM challenges
Friend of the Trust Professor
Andrew Campbell, of Charles
Darwin University and the Australian
Council of Environmental Deans and
Directors (ACEDD), continues to draw
attention to issues in natural resources
management, via articles published in The
Conversation.
In ‘Coal seam gas: just another land
use in a big country’, Andrew and his
coauthor Steve Turton write about
the independent reports ACEDD
commissioned from Trust Friend and
Board member Dr John Williams
and coauthors, on coal seam gas and
natural resource management (http://
theconversation.edu.au/coal-seam-gas-justanother-land-use-in-a-big-country-10535).
See also ‘Letter from two Friends’, below.
In ‘Australia and the global scramble for
natural resources’, Andrew comments
on Australia’s first National Food Plan
in relation to the Crawford Fund’s
recent annual conference titled ‘The
scramble for natural resources: more
food, less land?’. http://theconversation.
edu.au/australia-and-the-global-scramblefor-natural-resources-10130 . (John Kerin
AM, a Friend of the Peter Cullen Trust, is
Chair of the Crawford Fund, which aims
‘for a food secure world’.)
Andrew also wrote in early September
about the need for rural research to be
more cross-commodity, with ‘joined-up
thinking’. http://theconversation.edu.au/
rethinking-rural-research-in-australia-9048.
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More Friends’ points of view**, news and activities continued
The event brought together scientists
and policy makers to discuss issues
related to the sustainable management
of water resources, and included an
expert panel. Reverend Vicky Cullen
attended the event.

Friend of the Trust is Australia’s
first ‘Advocate for Soil Health’
Friend of the Trust, Michael Jeffery
AC AO(Mil) CVO MC, Major General
(Ret’d), was appointed Australia’s
‘Advocate for Soil Health’ by the Prime
Minister in October. This is a role that
was recommended in the final report
of the parliamentary Working Group on
Water, Soil and Food.
As Advocate, Michael is determined to
raise public awareness of the importance
of protecting and improving the health
of the soil, and in landscape management.
Working with soil experts, he is aiming
for a coordinated approach to Australia’s
key land management issues.
The Soils for Life program*, which
Michael chairs for the NGO ‘Outcomes
Australia’, has recently published a
report, ‘Innovations for Regenerative
Landscape Management’. As well as
outlining the program’s goals, the report
presents 19 case studies of people in all
states and territories who are already
successfully improving soil health by
applying a range of existing practices.
One case study, for example, tells of the
Soil Carbon Program that is an initiative
of the North East CMA (Victoria). The
CMA team is providing demonstrations,
benefits and interactive education via
credible advisers and operatives who
are trusted by the 500 landholders in
the program. The landholders may now
revise their land management practices
across the catchment. Management of
grazing, chemical fertilisers, weeds and
groundcover are all beginning to change,
and the landholders are increasingly
aware of biodiversity and soil health.

Copies of ‘This Land Our Water’ by Peter
Cullen are still available. Contact the Trust
office, office@petercullentrust.com.au
10

INNOVATIONS FOR
REGENERATIVE LANDSCAPE MANAGEMENT

Case Studies of Regenerative Landscape Management in Practice

Other studies in the ‘Innovations’ report
relate to management of rainfall runoff,
streams and livestock, soil fertility,
cropping practices, vegetation and soil
organic matter.
*http://www.soilsforlife.org.au/

Australian Rivers Institute:
Annual Peter Cullen Lecture
The 2012 Lecture in the Peter Cullen
Memorial series at the Australian Rivers
Institute, Griffith University, marked the
40th anniversary of diplomatic relations
between Australia and China.
Friend of the Trust, Greg Claydon,
was emcee for this Special Lecture,
which was titled ‘River Health and
Environmental Flows in China’, with
Dr Chris Gippel, Dr Nick Bond and
Robert Speed as speakers.

Biodiversity is not being saved
Friend of the Trust, Professor Tim
Flannery (Macquarie University) has
written the latest issue of ‘Quarterly Essay’
(no. 48), titled ‘After the Future: Australia’s
New Extinction Crisis’. Here is part of the
publisher’s blurb.
In this passionate and illuminating essay,
Flannery tells the story of the human
impact on the continent. He revisits his
Future Eaters hypothesis, discussing how
firestick farming helped to shape the
ecology and preserve native fauna. He
looks at the way recent governments,
in tandem with an indifferent populace
and a rabid libertarian right, have
let environmental knowledge and
commitments erode. Finally, he describes
new approaches to wildlife conservation
and argues that Australia must take the
lead on these.
This is an
essay that
rings the
alarm on
behalf of the
natural world,
and asks
us to think
again about
protection
of its
irreplaceable riches.
See: http://www.quarterlyessay.com/

Page 11 left–right,top row: Major General Michael and Mrs Marlena Jeffery with
Professor the Hon. John Thwaites; 15 new Fellows for 2012; Dr Sandy Hinson.
2nd row: Taking part in the Fellows’ presentation — Michelle Jacobs-Walsh, Jeremy Cox,
Dr Carmel Pollino, Scott Buchanan & Brendon Warnock, and Dr Tanzi Smith.
3rd row: 2012 UMCCC-ACTEW Fellow of the Trust Martin Lind, with his sponsors’
representatives; Dr Kath Lynch & Dr Cuan Petheram during the Fellows’ presentation.
4th row: 2012 SKM Fellow of the Trust Dr Richard Cresswell (centre) with 2011 SKM
Fellow Dr Simon Treadwell (right) and Friend Dr Rory Nathan representing SKM;
2012 Fellows from the Murray-Darling Basin Authority Dr Ben Dyer (left) and Greg
Raisin (right) with Jason Alexandra representing the MDBA; Dr Sandra Brizga (left) and
Scott Buchanan (right) with Friend Graeme Kelleher AO and Mrs Fleur Kelleher.
5th row: 2012 Eco Logical Australia Fellow of the Trust Dr Paul Frazier flanked by his
sponsor’s representatives (above); 2012 Fellows from CSIRO Dr Carmel Pollino and
Dr Cuan Petheram flanked by their sponsor’s representatives (below);
28 Fellows of 2010–12 with the program coordinators Rob Patrick and Leith Boully.
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Letter from two Friends**
Avoiding breaking-points
in landscapes

and by broadscale-clearing, and by
vehicles and machinery, whether those
intrusions service CSG well fields or
irrigation, forestry or any other land use.
It is to be hoped the Independent
Expert Scientific Committee (IESC),
recently established to follow its Interim
predecessor, will continue to take steps
to conduct bioregional assessment.
A balanced co-existence of mining,
agriculture, forestry and other land uses
is possible — with careful management.
For this reason, good bioregional
planning and assessment is a fundamental
issue that requires priority attention.

The perceived threats posed by mining
and coal seam gas developments in
Australian landscapes have brought into
sharp focus the need to stop and think
before we haphazardly add yet more
land uses to our catchments.
At present there is no mechanism for
managing developments’ inevitable
cumulative impacts on our natural
resources. Do we want our landscapes
to be degraded and collapsing? If the
answer is “Yes” then we appear to be
well on the way. If the answer is “No”
then we need to seriously reconsider
and re-think how we make decisions
about how we use our landscapes.
An analogy is the challenge of putting all
one’s groceries into a single thin plastic
bag. An overloaded bag will always tear,
becoming useless. A better approach is
to ensure the total groceries are always
within the limits of the plastic bag!
We must start managing our landscapes
using the same approach as with this
theoretical plastic bag. We need to be
able to recognise and predict when
‘enough is enough’.
This is the conclusion reached in a
recent independent report* on ways
forward for managing coal seam gas
(CSG) extraction in relation to natural
resources. In that report we point out
that, in principle, the production of
unconventional natural gas such as CSG
is no different from any other land-use
development within a landscape, and it
should be treated as such.
We made two key recommendations:
1.

2.

Understand regional landscape
capacity (how much degradation
the landscape can incur before it
starts to lose function), and then
determine if there is capacity
available for development of the new
industry, whatever it may be, without
crossing the landscape limits.
Update current development
approval processes so approvals
are granted only on the basis of
landscape limits and the expected
cumulative impacts of the existing
and proposed developments.

These recommendations require a
whole-of-system analysis, and use of
12
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new methods and thinking — such as
cumulative risk assessment.
As we know, individually, land uses
(including mining and gas extraction)
have impacts on:
• biodiversity, via effects on terrestrial
and aquatic habitats;
• soil quality and stability;
• surface-water and groundwater
resources;
• air quality; and
• community amenity, employment,
and other aspects of society; and
• local, regional and national
economies.
It is time we started also considering
what their impacts (good or bad) may be
in the aggregate in any region, both now
and in the future. What will happen when
any single development is intensified in
density across a given area (consider the
dense shale gas fields in USA), and during
extreme events such as fire, earthquake
or flood?
We should also be prepared for
possible cumulative legacy impacts
such as erosion or water pollution or
gas leakage after developments are
abandoned.

Evenhandedness
In relation to CSG, our report found
that there’s an urgent need to update
development-approval processes so that
they penalise or benefit different land
uses evenhandedly.
For example, for native vegetation, CSG
operations are exempt from vegetationclearing legislation and controls that
apply to rural landholders. We contend
that these Acts need to be applied to
all land uses similarly. Biodiversity and
habitats are threatened by fragmentation,

Management tools and models and data
are essential. The Namoi CMA has been
leading the way by developing, with
Eco Logical Australia, a framework for
assessing the cumulative risks associated
with new mining and gas projects when
added to the existing pressures on the
natural resources.
We also need much greater capacity
for modelling natural and social and
economic resources, and considerably
more data, targeted and independent, on
our resources and their management.
Australia depends on enduring and
sustainable production of energy,
water, food, fibre, minerals and other
human necessities.Yet there is only
so much fresh water in our rivers
and aquifers, only so much native
vegetation, biodiversity, fresh air to
breathe, productive soils, estuaries and
beaches. It is important that social and
economic disciplines, as well as science
and engineering, come together to help
Australia develop appropriate public
policy and legislation to protect our
future.

John Williams and Tim Stubbs
Friends of the Peter Cullen Trust
*This article is derived from the report
‘An Analysis of Coal Seam Gas Production and
Natural Resource Management in Australia:
Issues and Ways Forward’ and its summary
version, both prepared for the Australian
Council of Environmental Deans and
Directors, October 2012, by John Williams
Scientific Services Pty Ltd. The reports are at
ACEDD’s website, http://www.acedd.org.au/
**The views expressed and the works outlined
in this issue of BRIDGING, and the intellectual
property embodied in them, belong to the
originators of those works. Even when those
originators are Friends or Fellows of the Trust,
their views are not necessarily those of the
Peter Cullen Water & Environment Trust.
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